
PREMIER PROJECT BOOK
& PRICE GUIDE

"Custom-Built To Protect"



Bunger Steel is a quality, full-service manufacturer of all kinds of steel
buildings including Commercial, Industrial, Residential, Institutional,

Agricultural, Airplane Hangars, Mini Storage, Churches, and more.Since its
conception in 1974, Bunger Steel has been family owned and operated.

Today, we are Arizona’s largest steel building and components vendor, and
have over 40,000 projects constructed in the Southwestern United

States.From our turn-key classic garage to the most sophisticated building
systems, you will discover the difference working with the Southwest’s

premier, pre-engineered steel building manufacturer.
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Featured Projects

Knapp Casita - 30x30x12 

Cogan Garage - 60x50x16

Schwartz Garage - 36x44x12

Brands Residence - 30x60x14

Martinez Garage - 100x150x21

Arizona
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Knapp
Casita
Frank in Tacna, AZ
was thinking outside
the box and picked
us to help bring that
vision to life. We love
the contrast
between the Polar
White 26Ga PBR and
Bunger Rust panels
in 26Ga PBC. This
building proves that
innovative designs
can be of any size.

Color:
Polar White 
Sahara 
Tan
Bunger Rust

$41K
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Cogan
Garage
The Cogan Garage is a
classic Bunger Steel
building. The wall
panels are in our
exclusive Bunger Rust
and trim is in a
complimentary Cocoa
Brown. This building
measures 60'x50'x16'.
The (2) - 12'x14' framed
openings will allow for
comfortable
maneuvering in an out
during the summer
months when John &
Marcia are using their
boat at one of the many
lakes in Arizona.

Color:
Bunger Rust
Cocoa Brown
Polar White

$54K
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Color:
Cocoa Brown
Bunger Rust

Schwartz
Garage

Bunger Steel worked
closely with Anna to
bring to her a
wonderful space to
act as garage and
storage facililty.
From the beginning
to end we took in
account all of her
ideas combined with
our product
knowledge to create
a space she loves.

$84K
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Brands
Residence

Barndominiums are
a combination of
metal structure with
living quarters and
barn. They are
trending in
popularity as a
practical approach to
balance work and
home. Steel is often
the best material
because it
encompassess all
you need:
dependability,
strength and
customization
options.

Color:
Light Stone
Charcoal

$104K
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Color:
Beige
Charcoal
White

Martinez
Garage

Bunger buildings can
be multi-use and
beautiful. Just look at
this gym that doubles
as a home for NFL
Giants Linebacker and
AZ native Blake
Martinez. A space for
everything and
everyone was carefully
thought out and
incorporated into the
design. What could be
seen as a "basic"
structure was
transformed into the
ultimate multi-use
custom home.

$270K
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Contact Us
Today!

Bunger Steel
8112 West Buckeye Road

Phoenix, AZ 85043

1-800-328-6437

www.bungersteel.com
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